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BIOINFORMATICS
Biology + computer science + mathematics

Bioinformatics is an exciting area where biology, computer science and 
mathematics meet. The questions studied come from biology and medi-
cine, but they are studied and solved with methods and tools from com-
puter science and mathematics.

Recent technological advances within biology have provided tools 
that generate huge amounts of data, from for instance complete genome 
sequencing, high throughput studies of expression or inter molecular 
interactions, etc. To be able to draw conclusions from all these data, 
tools are needed to manage, store, access, analyse and visualise it. The 
role of the bioinformatician is at the heart of this process, with the 
principal responsibilities to develop and apply the needed tools. The 
bioinformatician thus needs both biological knowledge to know what to 
do, and computer and mathematics skills to know how to do it.

Benefits of studying in Uppsala

Uppsala University, situated in one of Europe’s major biotechnology 
regions, is a highly ranked research university with high quality education 
in close connection to research. We have many years experience with 
satisfied foreign students that have taken our programmes. 

Bioinformatics is well established area at Uppsala University. Our 
engineering programme in bioinformatics at master level was introduced 
ten years ago. This programme was among the first of its kind to combine 
a traditional engineering education with modern molecular biology 
and bioinformatics. The programme has won a first class reputation 
within universities and biotechnology companies, both nationally and 
internationally, for its well-educated students. 

The teaching at the Biology Education Centre, Uppsala University, is 
hands-on as well as theoretical. You learn theory and get practical skills 
throughout the education.

Sweden is known for its clean environment. It is also a very safe 
country with low crime rate. Uppsala, with university traditions from 
1477,  has an extraordinarily rich student life with cafés, pubs, choirs, 
orchestras, traditional festivities and much more.

Research: www.icm.uu.se & www.ebc.uu.se



Career opportunities

With a Master degree in Bioinformatics you will be well prepared to work with the devel-
opment of new bioinformatics tools and new ways of analysing biological data. You can 
work in biotechnology/biomedical companies or with research and development in an 
academic institution. You will also have an excellent basis for pursuing academic research 
through PhD studies in several different areas.

Programme content

The Master Programme in Bioinformatics combines courses where you learn about the 
questions posed by biomedicine, pharmacology and evolutionary biology, and the study of 
DNA/RNA/protein sequence data, molecular structures, gene expression and other kinds 
of observational data. You will study things such as knowledge-based and learning systems, 
Markov models and various ways to create heuristic methods, to solve these questions 
with the data available. The course content of the programme can be found at 
www.ibg.uu.se/master/.

Close connection to current research

Teachers at the programme are active researchers. They provide training in systematic 
analysis and problem solving in addition to first class subject knowledge. Through daily 
contact with researchers in the front line of international science, you will be able to 
benefit from their knowledge, gain experience from their respective research areas and 
get access to international contacts. You will have the opportunity to participate in, and 
in fact contribute to, the development of research in the life science area in an open and 
creative environment.

Programme length and diploma

The programme starts in late August and consists of two years of full-time study. The 
Swedish academic year consists of two terms. The autumn term begins in late August and 
ends in mid-January. The spring term follows directly and ends in the beginning of June. 
Sweden has adapted to the Bologna model for a harmonised European system for higher 
education and successful studies at the programme lead to an inter nationally accredited 
Master degree in Bioinformatics.
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Costs

For EU/EEA citizens, all higher education in Sweden is free of charge. For students 
outside the EU/EEA area, there is an application fee and a tuition fee for studies at 
Swedish universities. Uppsala University offers a few scholarships to non EU/EEA 
students. The Swedish Institute also offers scholarships. Please see our web site for 
more information on fees and scholarships.

For international students a proof of sufficient proficiency in 
English is required, verified by one of the following tests:
•	 TOEFL: mark 4.5 in the written test and a total score of 575 

(paper-based test); mark 20 in the written test and a total 
score of 90 (Internet-based).

•	 IELTS	(International	English	Language	Testing	Service).	
Minimum	overall	score	6.5	and	no	band	lower	than	5.5.

•	 Cambridge	CAE	(Certificate	in	Advanced	English)	or	CPE	
(Certificate	of	Proficiency	in	English),	grades	A	or	B.

Selection of applicants will 

be	based	on	previous	aca-

demic	studies	and	degrees,	

statement of intent, work 

experience	(if	any)	in	re-

search or research-related 

areas	and	degree	project.

Admission requirements

The	basic	admission	requirement	for	the	programme	is	a	bachelor’s	degree	in	any	of	the	

natural	sciences	or	computer	science,	engineering,	mathematics,	pharmacy	or	medicine,	

equivalent	to	a	Swedish	degree	of	at	least	180	credits	(i.e.	three	years	of	full-time	studies).	One 

week	of	full-time	studies	corresponds	to	1,5	credits.

Your education should include:

•	 Mathematics:	Knowledge	in	mathematics	(e.g.	algebra,	analysis,	differential	equations	and	

mathematical	statistics)	corresponding	to	approximately	20	weeks	full-time	studies.	

•	 Computer	sciences:	Knowledge	in	computer	science	and	scientific	computing	(e.g.	

numerical	analysis,	algorithms,	data	structures	and	programming)	corresponding	to	

approximately	20	weeks	full-time	studies.

Please	note,	albeit	there	is	no	formal	requirement	of	biology	and	chemistry,	it	will	be	difficult	

for	students	without	any	university	courses	in	biology	and	chemistry	to	follow	the	programme.	
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Sweden, situated in northern Europe, is a country famous for its 
beautiful nature, clean environment, high standard of living, low crime 
rate, high technology industry and research, and the Nobel prizes 
awarded each year to outstanding scientists from all around the world.

Uppsala University is a university of the highest international standards. We are consistently 

ranked among the top 100 universities in the world and biology is among the strongest fields 

of the University. Based on student opinion Biology Education Centre was recently ranked 

no 1 in Europe in the Excellence Ranking made by the German Centre for Higher Education 

Development (CHE). 

Biology education at Uppsala University takes place at Uppsala Biomedical Centre (BMC) 

and the Evolutionary Biology Centre (EBC), in an exceptionally international environment 

with many international students and researchers. We have excellent facilities with modern 

labs, access to wireless network, extensive libraries and a relaxed study environment where 

students often study together. All education is closely linked to research and the teachers are 

active researchers. The relation between student and teacher is quite informal in Sweden com-

pared to many other countries. During individual courses such as the degree project, students 

take part in the activities of research groups and both learn and contribute while working in 

the labs and discussing with the researchers. 

Uppsala University is the oldest and most well known university in Scandinavia. Eight 

Nobel Prizes have so far been awarded to researchers from Uppsala University, and every year 

the new Nobel Laureates are invited to Uppsala to give their open Nobel Lectures. You can 

watch the most recent on our web.

Uppsala is the fourth largest town in Sweden, with about 200 000 inhabitants. It com-

bines the charm of a small town with the possibilities of a big city. Uppsala has a thriving 

student life, dominated by thirteen student clubs that date back to the 17th century, offering 

many kinds of social and recreational activites. There are no problems studying and living in 

Sweden even without learning Swedish. Many students still like to learn some basic Swedish 

in parallel to their master studies in order to get acquainted with the local culture.

     Oldest university in Scandinavia – founded 1477

     Recently ranked 66 in the world 

     Education and research in nine faculties

     40 000 students

     2 500 PhD students

     About 400 doctorates per year

     About 6 000 employees

Uppsala University in brief



Application and more information

Last day for application is January 15 for non-EU/EEA citizens. For EU/EEA 
citizens the last day for application is April 15. You may apply even if you have 
not finished your BSc degree before application. See www.ibg.uu.se/master for 
link to the e-application and further information about admission, housing, visa, 
etc. The web-based application form opens about one month before deadline.

The city profile is dominated by the University building (left), the cathedral, the castle (upper right) and River Fyris. There 
are also thousands of students in Uppsala walking and biking among campus areas and the city centre.

Uppsala University
Biology Education Centre

master@ibg.uu.se
www.ibg.uu.se


